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The present paper grew out an attempt to understand the techniques used by
O’Meara’s school for the isomorphism problem (for example, [5], [8], [9], [12]).
Nevertheless, the final result obtained is new in that it describes not only
isomorphisms between full subgroups of unitary groups, but also monomorphisms among them. The result in this generality is needed to study monomorphisms (and even isomorphisms) between full subgroups of algebraic groups
of type G2 ; this is done in a subsequent paper 1141.
As far as the understanding of O’Meara’s method is concerned, we observe
that behind this method there is an algebraic geometry on the set of some
subgroups of unitary groups. This geometry is reminiscent of Tits’ geometries
but differs from them. We construct this geometry in Section 2 and exhibit in
detail its different aspects.
The study of the unitary group as an algebraic group requires that we should
extend the definition of unitary groups also to the split case. This is done in
Section 1. The main result of this section, Theorem 1.2.4, extends the fundamental theorem of projective geometry to projective spaces over semilocal rings.
In Section 3 we define “full” subgroups of unitary groups. They are full in
the sense that the algebraic geometry on the set of subgroups described in
Section 2 can be reconstructed from the corresponding subgroups of a full group
using only group theoretic operations. We actually go slightly further and
describe the abstract properties a group with a distinguished set of subgroups
must satisfy to be a full subgroup of a unitary group. This axiomatization is
neither effective nor pleasant-looking, but we believe it worth pointing out.
ActualIy, some kind of characterization (usually, implicit) is common to most
techniques used in the homomorphism problem. Finally, in the same Section 4
we prove our main result which describes monomorphisms
between unitary
groups. The result is stated in two forms. One, in the spirit of 4. Bore1 and J.
Tits [4] and another in a more classical form. It is this last form which is used to
handle the groups of type Ga .
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and Conventions

Let A be a ring. If X is a schemeover A we expressthis fact by writting X, .
For B 2 A we denote by X,(B) or X(B) the set of points of X in B. If v: A -+ B
is a ring homomorphism we denote by ~(a) or by a0 the image of a under v,
and by wPXa schemeover B obtained by basechangev; then TO:X(A) + “X(B)
is the corresponding map of points. If B Z A and A is of finite rank over B we
denote by R,4,,X the Weil restriction from A to B (that is, we consider X, asa
schemeover B via R,., iB).
Since it would otherwise complicate notations and statementswe usually deal
with the points of X in A (although everything is functorial in A). For example,
we talk about a stabilizer of a point in a vector spacel’ = Irk and for verification
we take a point x E V(k), instead of taking a point x E l(rz’) with R2 K.
By an algebraic group we understand a reduced affine group schemeof finite
type. The multiplicative group is denoted G, and the additive group (6, .
For an algebraic (resp. abstract) group G and an algebraic (resp. abstract)
subset H of G we denote by Z,(H), N,(H),
P(G) and C(G) the algebraic
(resp. abstract) subgroup of G which is respectively the centralizer of H in
G, the normalizer of H in G, the i-th derived group of G and the center of G.
If HI and H, are algebraic (resp. abstract) subgroups of G, then [HI, Hz]
denotestheir commutator.
For a free A-module M of finite rank, P(M) denotes its projective space,
namely, the set of free rank one direct summandsof $2. If rk,M = 12,the
associatedschemeover A is denoted by P--’ so that P(M) = P:-‘(A).
/ X 1denotesthe cardinality of X.

1. UNITARY GROUPS
The main point of this section is to extend the theory of unitary groups to
all separablealgebrasof dimension two over a basefield K, that is, in addition
to the usual unitary groups which correspond to quadratic separable field
extensionsof K we considerunitary groups over k @ k.
1.1. Hermitian

Spaces

Let k be a field of any characteristic and K a quadratic separablealgebrawith
identity over k. Denote by u the nontrivial k-automorphism of K; for a E K let
N(a) = au” and Tr(a) = a + au. If K = k @ k, fix u E K such that 2~s= u,
ufl.Thenu”=l-u.
1.1.1. Let V be a free K-module of rank n. A submodule VI of V is called a
s&spaceof V if it is a free submoduleof c a one-dimensionalsubspaceis called
a line and a two-dimensional subspacea plane.
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LEMMA.
If V, is a subspace
of V then there existsa subspace
V, of V suchthat
6’ = v, @ vs.

Proof. If K is a field the assertionis clear. If K = k @ K, consider V as a
vector spaceover K endowed with a linear operator S : w-+ uv for w E V. The
operator S is completely reducible, it has n = 4 dim, V eigenvalues I and n
eigenvalues0. It hasthe samenumber m = g dim, V, eigenvalues1 and 0 on V, .
Let V, be an S-invariant k-complement to V, in V. Then since SV, C Vz
we seethat V, is a K-module and sincethe number of eigenvalues1 and 0 of S
on V, is the same,it follows that V, is a free K-module, as required.
VX

1.1.2. We endow V with a non-degenerate Hermitian scalar product F:
V-+K,thatisforx,y,zEVanda,bEK
(9 F(x, Y) = F(Y, 4
(ii) F(ax + by, z) = aF(x, z) + bF(y, z)
(iii) F(L, V) = K for any line L _CV.

Denote by f: V + k the corresponding Hermitian form; thus f(x) = F(x, x).
For a subset W of V let IVL = {w E V 1F(w, w> = 0} be its orthogonal
complement. A subspaceW of V is called totalZy isotropic if F(W, W) = 0,
regular if F restricted to U is non-degenerate, and anisotropic if f (L) # 0 for
every line L in W. Since f(L) C k, every line L of V is either isotropic (i.e.,
F(L, L) = 0) or regular (= anisotropic).
1.1.3. LEMMA.

V hasan orthogonalK-basis.

Proof. Since F is non-degenerateand K is a separableextension of k, there
exists an anisotropic line L = Ke in V. Then x - F(x, e)f (e)-le is in Ll for all
x E V. Hence V = L 1 Ll and the result follows by induction on the rank of V.
1.1.4. Call two orthogonal bases{e,}, (ei} associated
if for all but two indicesi
there exists an indexj = j(i) such that ei = eio, . In other words we changeour
basis only in a two-dimensional space generated by some two basis vectors.
PROPOSITION. Except when j k 1 = 2 any two orthogonal basesof V can be
connectedby a chainof m < COassociated
bases.Moreover, if V is anisotropic,or if
the characteristick is not two, a chain may be chosenwith m < ;t n(n - 1) where
n = rank, V.

Proof. The argument in [I 1; 1.14, I.151 can be easily modified to our
situation. We use induction on n and may assumen > 3. Let {e,} and {e:} be
orthogonal basesand e; = x ajei where a, E K. We will construct a sequenceof
changesto associatedbasesenabling us to assumee; = ei for somei. Assume
al , a*, a3 and N(a,) are all nonzero, for otherwise the result is clear. If V
is anisotropic or the characteristic of k is not two, then at leastoneoff (a,e,+a,e,),
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f(azep + aae,), f(aie, + aaea) is nonzero. Assume f(aiei + asea) # 0 and set
.~i = ale1 + u2e2, ~a = ea - F(e,, .~i)f(tQ-~~i , ei = e, for i 2 3. Then the basis
{FJ is associated to {e,} and in the expression e; = x &Fj fewer coefficients are
nonzero. After at most n - 1 such steps we obtain a basis with e; as first component. Applying the same argument to (Ke;)‘- we will get the required chain of
associated bases in at most @z(n - 1) steps. Now assume V is isotropic and K has
characteristic two. The above proof only fails when f(qe,) = f(u,e,) = f(a,e,).
Since 1K ( 3 4, we may change Ke, 1 Ke, to KfI 1 Kf2 with alei -C u2e8 =
M + b2f2 andf(w4
# f(kfd
Th e ar gument then continues as before.
EXAMPLES.
Let V have basis e, , e, , e, whereF(ei , ei) = 6ij and take K = k(u)
with a? = a + 1 = uO. Then e; = e, + ea + e, , e; = e, + ue, + uOe, ,
ei = e, + uuee,+ ue, is also an orthogonal basis of I/. If k = IF, it is impossible
to construct a chain of associated bases from {eJ to (ej}. When K = 5&X) the
minimal length of a chain is 4.
In general, when dim Y = 3 and j R j # 2, it is clear from the proof of the
Proposition that a chain of length at most four exists between any two orthogonal
bases of V.

1.1.5. LEMMA.
Let M be a subspuce of V. Then Ml and M n M’- are also
subspaces
of 1~and Ml1 = M.
Proof. If L _CM is a regular line, then there is an orthogonal decomposition
V = L 1 VI with M = L 1 MI and Mi a subspaceof VI . By induction we
therefore have V = L, 1 ...IL.IWandM=L,I...IL,INwiththe
Li anisotropic lines and N a totally isotropic subspaceof W. Since W is nondegenerate, it has a decomposition W = HI J- ... 1 H, 1 U where Hi =
Kui + Kvi , F(ui , vi) = 1 and u, ,..., ut is a basisof N. Clearly, Ml = N J- U
is now a subspaceof V. Also, M n M-L = N is a subspaceand MII = M.
1.1.6. PROPOSITION
(i) ,4 plane P in V is either regular, degeneratebut not
totally isotropic,or totally isotropic.
(ii) If P is degeneratebut not totally isotropic, then P is contained in a
regular three-dimensional
spaceand hasa basise, , e, suchthat f (eJ E k*, f (ez) = 0
and F(e, , ez) = 0.
(iii) If P is totally isotropicthenP is containedin a reguhzrfour-dimensional
spacewith a basise, , e, , e, , e, suchthat F(e1 , e,) = F(e, , e3)= 1 andF(e, , ei)=
0 otherwise,and P = Ke, + Ke, .
Proof.

This is clear from the proof of 1.1.5.

Remark. In the case(ii) P contains exactly one isotropic line P n Pl if K
is a field. Otherwise P contains several isotropic lines, for example the lines
generated by uue, + e, and au”eI + e, with a E k.
481/63/z-16
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1.1.7. LEMMA. Let rkKV 2 3 and L, , L, be linesin a plane P. Then P =
L, + L, if and only if for all linesL CL,-!- n L,l it follows that L C Pl.

Proof. If P = L, + L, the assertion is clear. For the converse we need only
consider K = k @ k.
Let L, = Kel and assume first L, is regular. Then V = L, 1 W and P =
L, 1 L, where L, = Ke, C IV. Let L, = K(ae, + be,) where b # 0. The result
is clear if b is a unit; assume, therefore, bbO= 0. If f (ea) + 0, then there exists
e, E Pl with f(eJ # 0; put x = be, + e, . If f (ea) = 0, then there exists
isotropic e, E W with F(e, , e,) = 1; put x = e, + be, . In both cases Kx is a
line in LI1 n L,l but not in Pl.
We may now assume that both L, = Ke, and L, are isotropic. Thus V =
H 1 W with H = Ke, + Ke, , F(e i , ea) = 1 and f (eJ = 0. Let L, = Kx
where x = ae, + be, + w with w E W. We can assume a # 0, bbO= 0 and
F(w, W) # K, for otherwise,
L, + L, = P. Now Tr(abu) = f (x) = 0 and
abu= 0. Thus either a E kb and then P = L, + L, , or b = 0 andF(L, , L,) = 0.
In this last case L, + L, C Pl and P = Ke, + Ke, with ea E W and f (eJ = 0.
Take e, E W with F(e, , e,J = 1. Then e, + ue, E L,l n L,l but F(e, + ue,,P) =
Ku # 0, contradicting
our hypothesis.
1.2. Projective Spaces
Let V be a space over K of rank n. With it we associate the projective space
Pz-‘. The points P:‘(K)
of lp,“’ over K are free direct factors of V (cf. [6;
1, Sect. 1.3.41) that is, the lines of V. The set [Fo;trl(K) carries combinatorial
geometry. It is defined (functorially)
in the usual way: a (linear) subspace
of
P:-‘-‘(K) is the set of lines of V contained in a fixed subspace of V. We frequently
use the same symbol to denote both the subspace of V and the corresponding
subspace of PE-l(K). A subspace M of PI-l(K) is called regular, isotropic, etc.,
if it comes from a subspace M of V with the same property.

1.2.1. LEMMA. A non-degenerateHermitian form F on V definesan autoduality, alsodenotedF,of P$-‘. The autoduality F mapspoints of Prl to (n - 2)dimensionalsubspaces
of pF1 and converselyvia F(L) = LI, F(M) = Ml whereL
is a line of V and M is a hyperplaneof V.
Proof. This is a reformulation

of 1.1.5.

Remark. This autoduality permits us to distinguish isotropic and anisotropic
points of ln$-l. Isotropic points x are those which are mapped by F into a
hyperplane F(x) such that x c F(x).
1.2.2. We will need an extension of the Fundamental
Theorem of Projective
Geometry. The theorem established below is more general than we require here,
but we have some further uses in mind. Let A be a commutative
ring with
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identity and M a free A-module of finite rank n. A line in Jl!i is a free rank one
direct summand of M and a plane is a free rank two direct summand. The
projective space P(M) of M is the family of all lines in M. Let B be a second
commutative ring with identity and N a free B-module. ,4 mapping 01:P(M) +
P(N) is called a projectivity if for all lines L, L, and L, in M with L, + L, a plane
and L CL, + L, it follows that OrL C 01L, + “La .
1.2.3. Two bases {e,} and {e:} of M are called 2-associated if they differ,
apart from order, only in at most two terms spanning the same subspace.
Assume A is a semilocal ring. Then any two bases {e,> and {ej} can be
LE~WMA.
connected by a chain of Z-associatedbases.
Proof. By induction it sufficesto show the basis{e,} can be connected by a
chain of 2-associatedbasesto a basis containing e; . Let ei = C aiei . If any
coefficient ai of e; is a unit, the result follows easily in a sequenceof at most
n - 1 steps.We now arrange a sequenceof changesthrough 2-associatedbases
to a new basis{~~a>,
say, in which e; = x Z~F~
and someSois a unit. Let m, ,.., tit,
be all the maximal ideals in A. Note that a EA is a unit if and only if a # Mi ,
1 < i < s. Assume that in e; = C aiei the coefficient a, # mi , 1 < i ,( t - 1,
but a, E m, . Then there exists a secondcoefficient a, , say, with a, $ m, . By the
Chinese Remainder Theorem there exists b, c in A with b = 1 mod Mi for
iit,
bcm,, c = 1 mod mt and c E Mi for i # t. Set Zi = be, + ceg, F2 =
ce, + be, , pi = ei for i 3 3. Then {cj} is a basis2-associatedwith {ei}. If ei =
C Z& , then 4 4 m, for 1 < i < t. It is now clear how to complete the proof.
1.2.4. THEOREM.
Let A be a semilocalring and 01:p(M)+ P(N) a projectivity. Assumethat rankA M = rank, N = n 3 3 and that thefamily of lines
of N in D(M) spanN. Then there existsa uniquering homomorphism
IJJ:A -+ B
and a v-semilinearmapping/I: M -+ N, which is uniqueup to multiplication by a
unit in B, suchthat OrAx = BP(x) for any 1ine Ax in M. Moreovm, ;fo! is injective,
then ~JIand p are injective.
Proof.

There are a number of steps.

1.2.5. Let {e,> be a basisfor M and oLAei= Bfi , 1 < i ,( n. We first prove
that (fi} is a basisfor N. This is an immediated consequenceof our hypotheses
if we show for any line Ax in M that Ouzx_CC,Bfi . By Lemma 1.2.3 there
exists a chain of 2-associatedbasesof M starting with {e,} and ending with a
basiscontaining x (x is part of a basisby Bass[l; p. 1681).At each step as we
changebases,starting with {eJ, it follows for the new basis(e,}, say, that aAcj C
xi Bfi , 1 <j < n. This is a consequenceof the definition of a projectivity and
the fact that only two basiselementsin a fixed plane are changed in each step.
Hence, finally, c&r _CC Bfi .
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1.2.6. We now construct a homomorphism p: A + B. Take i # 1. Then
A(e, + ei) is a line and orA(e, + eJ = B(& + cfi). Since Ae, C A(e, + eJ +
Aei , it follows that Bfi C B(bf, + cfJ + Bfi . H ence b and similarly c are units.
Replacing fi by bc-lf i we may assume OLA(e, + eJ = B(f, + fi), 2 < i < 71.
Similarly, for a E A we have &(e, + ace) = B(f, + bfi) for some unique b E B.
Define v: A -+ B by ~(a) = b. Then ~(0) = 0 and ~(1) = 1. Similarly, for
i > 3 define vi : A - B by d(el + 4 = B(f, + yi(a)fi).
We now verify that v is a homomorphism. Fix i > 3. Then x = e, + aaea+
aiei is in the plane A(e, + aaea) + Aei . Hence c&c is contained in B(f, +
v(aa)fa) + Bfi , and similarly in B(f, + vi(ai)fJ + Bf2. Hence OLAx =
B(f, +- p(a,)f, + vi(ai)fi).
By a similar argument, orA(ue, + e,) = B(cp(u)
fz +f(). Then, for a, b in A,
B(fl + 9da + b)fZ

+fi)

= ~Nel + (a + 4e2 + 4 C B(f, + du)fJ

+ B(&)h

+ h)

and hence ~(a + b) = ~(a) + v(b). Likewise,
B(fl + cp(4f,

+ v4b)fJ

= =4el + abe, + bei) C Bfi + B(du)fi

+ fJ

so that I
= q(a) vi(b). Setting a = 1 gives 9 = vi and hence v is a ring
homomorphism.
Moreover, if 01 is injective and ~(a) = 0, then olAe, =
olA(e, + ue,) so that a = 0 and ‘p is also injective.
1.2.7.

Let x = C uiei with Ax a line in M. We now show that
aAX = B (gl dUi)fi)*

If a, = 1 then by induction
~.AX C aA (% + nfl vi)

(since the cases 7t = 2, 3 are already known)
+ Bfn = B (fl + nfl p(uJ fi) + Bfn .

i=l

i=l

Since, also, OlAx C B(f, + v(un)fn) + Bf2 + ... + Bfnml , the result follows. If
a, is a unit, then ~(a~) is a unit and OrAx = &a;%
= B(C v(ui)fi). Now assume
some ui is a unit with i # 1. Repeat earlier work in 1.2.6 with 1 and i interchanged. Then there exists a homomorphism #: A + B such that &(ue, + ei)=
B(#(u)fI + fJ. Since, for j # 1, i,
d(el

+ ae, + 4 = B(fl + du)fr

+ fd = B(fl + #(u)fi + fi)

we have v = IJ and the result follows as before.
Finally, assume no. coefficient a, is a unit. Consider a chain of 2-associated
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bases from (e,) to a basis containing X. In particular, consider a change from
{ei} to {z~} where 4 = be, -+ ce, , Z~ = b’e, + c’ea , C~= ei for i > 3. Again
there exists a homomorphism q: A --f B such that

d@fl + 4 = WWj;

+ fJ = Bb@)f, + d4fi

+ .fJ.

Hence q(u)fi = p(ab)f, + v(ac)fa . Setting a = 1 it follows thatji = p(b)f, +
v(c)f, and 9 = v. Thus the validity of our formula for OLqx is unaffected by
changes through 2-associated bases and hence follows for all lines Ax in M.
1.2.8. Define /3: M + N by /?(I: aieJ = C v(ai)fi . Then ,6?is a y-semilinear mapping and c&x = B/3(x) for all lines Ax in M. Assume 6: M + N is
also a @semilinear mapping with c&x = B/?(x) for all lines Ax in M. Then
kh) = c.h wit h ci a unit in B. Since also, for i # j, &ei + ej) = cij(fi + fj), it
follows that ci = c and /? = c/K Thus /? is. unique up to multiplication by a unit
ofBandthen$
=p.
Now assume OLis injective. If Ax and z4y are lines with p(x) = B(y), then
Ax = Ay and hence x = by with b a unit in A. Then (v(b) - 1) /3(y) = 0
hence q(b) = 1. Thus b = 1 and x = y. In the general case with X, y E M
and p(x) = p(y), take z E M such that A(x + ,a) and A(y + z) are lines. Then
/?(x + z) = /?(y + z) forces .X + z = y + z. Hence x = y and /3 is also
injective.
1.2.9. We now examine fi and v in Theorem 1.2.4 when 01is surjective.
In general, v will not be surjective. For example, take A a discrete valuation ring
with quotient field B, M a free A-module and N = M @ B. The natural
injection of M into N then induces a bijective projectivity from P(M) onto
P(N). However, it does easily follow in general that every element of B is the
quotient of two elements in q(A) if (Y is surjective.
Moreover, with a more restrictive choice of A (and possibly B), the surjectivity
of OLdoes force the surjectivity of 91(and then also /3). In each of the following
cases p will be surjective (if o! is):
(i)

A is a finite direct sum of fields and 01is bijective;

(ii) A = B a local ring with maximal ideal / and A/J is an algebraic
extension of its prime field;
(iii) tZ = B a discrete valuation ring.
1.3. Groups
Let V be a K-space of rank n. We consider groups of linear transformations
of V. All these groups are defined functorially (with respect to field extensions
of K) and will be considered as group functors.
1.3.1.

The groups

GL( V) s GL,( rz) and .X(V)

z S&(n)

are connected
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affine algebraic K-groups. If we consider them as groups of transformations
of the 2n-dimensional k-space R,,, V then they become algebraic k-groups
R,,, GL( I’) and Rx,, SL( V).
LEMMA.
If K = k @ k then R,,, GL( V) and RKlli SL( V) are k-isomorphicto
GL,(n) x GL,(n) and SL,(n) x SL,(n) respectively.

Proof. Let A, B E GL,(n). Th en uA + u”B E GL,(n) since(uA + uOB)-l =
uA-l + u”B-l and the first result follows. In the second situation, take A,
BE SL,(n).
1.3.2. LEMMA.
GL(V) acts transitively on the set of bases of F, SL(V) acts
transitively on the set of n-tuplesof spanninglinesof V.
1.3.3. COROLLARY. p;t-’ is a homogeneous
spacefor GL(V) and SL(V). In
particular, R,,,Pz-’ is aform of Pi-’ x Pi”, andifK = k 0 k then R,,,Pt-’ s
Py’ x Ey’.
Proof. The first assertionfollows sinceany line can be included in a set of n
spanning lines by 1.1.I. The final assertion follows from 1.3.1 and then, consequently, R,,,Pz-l is a form of Pz-’ x Pi-‘.
1.3.4. Now let b’be a Hermitian spacewith a Hermitian pairingF. The group
GU( I’, F) consistsof all A E GL( V) such thatF(Ax, Ay) = h(A) F(x, y) for some
X(A) E K. Automatically we have h(A) E k* (by 1.1.2(i), sinceF is nondegenerate)
and that the map h: GU( V, F) - k* is a group homomorphism. We define
U( V, F) = Ker X and SU( I’, F) = Ker{det: U( I’, F) + K*}. The definitions
of thesegroups are functorial.
LEMMA.
GU( V, F) consistsof those A E GL(V) such that F(Ax, Ay) = 0
wheneverF(x, y) = 0. This descriptionisfunctorial.

Proof. Clearly A E GU(V, F) satisfies the condition. Suppose now that
A E GL( I.‘) satisfiesthe condition. Let e, ,..., e, be an orthogonal basis of V
(cf. 1.1.3). Then F(Aei , Aej) = 0 if i #j. Let a, = f(eJ. Then ej + aje, and
e, - a,ej are orthogonal so that F(A(ej + aieJ, ,4(e, - a,ej)) = 0. This implies
aFIF(Aei , -4e,) = h(A) is independent of i. Thus A E GU(V, F).
1.3.5. LEMMA.
R,,,GL( V).

The groups GU, U and SU are algebraic k-subgroupsof

Proof. Let e, ,..., eR be an orthogonal basis of V with F(ei , ei) = a$ij ,
ai Ek*. Set D = diag(a, ,..., a,). Then the condition A E GU( V, F) is equivalent
to AoDAt = h(A)D. Replace A by a (n + 1) x (n + 1) matrix A =
A @ h(A-‘. Then the condition A”DA t = X(A)D can be written in the form
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a& of polynomial k-relations on A’ (since ai E k). This
shows that GU( V, F) can be identified with an algebraic k-subgroup of RKlk
GL( 17). The assertions for U and SU are now clear.

C

d&CZjd~jc?,+ln+l

1.3.6.
&u,Gnx.
LEMMA.

=

It is easily shown that the center of GU(V, F) is k-isomorphic
We define PGU( V, F) = GU( V, F)/center.
PGU(V,

to

F) is a k-form of PGL,(n)

Proof. By extending k if necessary, we may assume that K = k @ k and
V has an orthonormal basis e, ,..., e, . Then R,I,Pg-l s prl x pp,“-’ or, more
explicitly, P(R,,,V)
= p(uV) x P(u”V). We have, therefore, two projections
aji : PGU( V, F) + PGLl,(n), i = 1,2, corresponding to the action of PGU( V, F)
on the first or second factor of R,,,Pi-‘.
Let A E GU(V, F) and -a be its image
in PGU(V, F). If A E Ker I+$then d = a1 + uB where a E K*, I is the identity
and B is a matrix with entries from UK. The condition that A E GU(V, F)
becomes A0At = bI, whence uaaBt + u”aBu = (b - aaO)I. Since UK n u”K = 0
it follows that B is diagonal, say B = diag(b, ,..., 6,). Then Tr(uaObJ = b - aa”
and hence cpb, = u(b - aaO). Thus B is a scalar matrix and A belongs to the
center of GU(V, F), that is 2 = 1. Hence Ker #r and similarly Ker #a are
trivial. It remains to show that (CIrand & are epimorphisms. For this it suffices to
show that the restriction of GU( V, F) to UV contains GL(uV). First diag(c,zl +
cr-1 u0,..., C,U + c;%‘), ci E k*, restricts to diag(c, ,..., c,). Next, all the permutation matrices UP + uoP, where P E GL,(n) is a permutation matrix, belong
to GU(V, F) since (UP + u”Pp(uP -t UOPP)~= (uOP + uP)(uP-l + uOP-l) = I.
Finally, the root subgroup {(t y) @ InPa 1c E k} is in the restriction since

(UC’

-1”“!

@ In-w2 E GU(V, F)

restricted to uV is (i y) @1,-a .
1.3.7. PROPOSITION.
Let G be the aa!joint group of GU(V, F).
canonical map GU(V, F)(k) -+ G(k) is surjective.

Then the

Proof. The group G acts on R,,,,Ppl and preserves the duality F (cf. I .2.1).
Let A E G(k) and let A E GL( V) be a preimage of 2 under the canonical projection. Since G preserves duality we have F(Ax, Ay) = 0 whenever F(x, y) = 0.
Thus, by 1.3.4, A E GU(V, F) as asserted.
1.3.8. For a linear K-subspace M of P;;-’ the groups GM = {g E PGU( V, F) 1
gM = M} and G,M = {g E GM 1g 1M’- = I} are defined over k. Clearly,
GML = GM.
If M has a regular preimage in V of rank m, then GM = GA&I
and GM is
reductive with semisimple part of type A,-, x Anelmnr .
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1.3.9. PROPOSITION. PGU(V, F) is split over k whenK = k ok. If K is a
field then K is the smallestsplitting jield of PGU( V, F).
Proof, That PGU( S’,F) is split over k when K = k @ k was establishedin
the proof of 1.3.6 since it was shown explicitly that PGU( V, F) is k-isomorphic
to PGL(uV). If K is a field then Gal(K/k) permutesthe factors P-l in A,,,P~’
and none of them are defined over k. Therefore PGU( V, F) is not split in this
case.It is clear for R a splitting field of PGU( V, F) that g ok: K = R @ k
Thus R contains K and K is the smallestsplitting field of PGU( V, F).
1.3.10. A maximal k-subtorus T of PGU(V, F) is called admissibleif it is
split over k if K = k @ k, or anisotropic and split over K if K is a field. A
preimage of an admissiblesubtorus T C PGU(V, F) in GU(V, F) is also called
admissible.
PROPOSITION.
The admissibletori of PGU(V, F) are exactly the pointwise
stabilizersin PGU(V, F) of n pairwise orthogonalpoints of PI-‘(K). The set of n
pairwise orthogonalpoints is uniquely determinedby the correspondingadmissible
torus.

Proof. Let L, ,..., L, be n lines in V such that F(Li , Lj) = Kaij. Let p be
the stabilizer fixing each of theselines in GU( V, F). Then the action of T on Li
definesa homomorphismK~: p---f GU(L, , F 1Li). Let Xi : GU(L, , F 1L&-+6,ek
be the homomorphism h of 1.3.4 for GU(L, , F 1LJ. The product map I-J ICY:
%JJGU(L,,FILJ
is an imbedding and identifies p with the subgroup
{{gJ El’J Gu(L, , F I Li) I Ai
= Aj(gj), 1 < i, j < n>. The group Gu(L, ,
F )Li) is k-isomorphic to S = RK,,$m,K and the map & coincideson it with the
norm map; set S = Ker(NKlk : RKI.,&,n,K-+ S,,,). Then 1 + Sn --, 2? -+
Gm,E+ 1 is an exact sequence.The group S is a k-form of G,,I, ; it is split over k
if K = k @ k, and it is anisotropic over k and split over K if K is a field. Since
the center of GU( V, F) is k-isomorphic to S, it follows that the image of p in
PGU(V, F) is isomorphic to F/S, that is, it is the image of Sri-l.
Conversely, supposethat T is an admissibletorus in PGU(V, F). Let p be
its preimage in GU( V, F). Then p is diagonalizable over k if K = k @ k and
over K if K is a field. Supposefirst that K = k @ k. Since all maximal k-tori
split over k are conjugateover k it follows that we can assumethat p is the torus
described in the previous paragraph. Thus there exist n pair-wiseorthogonal
linesL, ,..., L, such that FL, CL, . Then eachLi affords two k-characters of F,
say xi and zi . If K is a field then in V Ok K there exist lines Li affording kcharacters xi and zi . We easily establish that xi’ = xi for 1 # 7 E Gal(K/k)
whence it follows that Li is defined over k, that is, Li = Ei @ K for &lines in V.
Remark. Let p be the preimagein SU( V, F) (resp. U( V, F)) of an admissible
torus of PGU(V, F). Then the argument of the first paragraph of the proof
showsthat T = .!?-I (resp. Sn).
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1.3.11. Let T be an admissibletorus of G = PGU( V, P) and let Z(G, T)
be the root system of G with respect to T. For each a E Z(G, T) let G, be the
three-dimensional subgroup of G of type A, normalized by T which affords
the roots &a E Z(G, T). An admissibletorus T of G is called associated
with T
if p C G,Tfor somea E Z(G, T). The following is a direct consequenceof 1.1.4
and 1.3.10 (comparealso with [14]).
PROPOSITION. Except when 1k 1 = 2, f or any pair T, p of admissible
tori of G
there existsa sequence
T,, , TI ,.... T,,, of admissibletori suchthat

(i)

T,, = T, T,n = T and Ti is associated
with TipI ,

(ii)

m < $n(n - 1) if char k # 2 OY if F is anisotropic,

(iii)

m<4whenn=3.
2. A COMPLETION

OF A SET OF TORI

We preserve the notation K, I’, F, U( V, F), etc. from Section 1. Set G =
PGU(V, F) and denote by w the canonicalmap w: GU( V, F) + PGU( V, F). Let
X be the set one-dimensionalof tori of G whosecentralizer Z,(T) is a group of
type A,-, (actually isomorphic to GL(n - 1)) and by Y the setof (unipotent onedimensional)root subgroupsof G. In the terminology of [7] the elementsof T EX
are (projective) dilations and the elementsof U E Y are (projective) transvections.
Both X and Y are defined over k. We are going to identify X U Y with Ppl
and show how the geometry of Pt-’ can be expressedin terms of the group G.
Assumefrom now on that n = rkKV > 3.
2.1. Splitting Propertiesof k-tori T in X
2.1.I. LEMMA.
If T is a k-&torus of G, T E X, then the smallestsplitting
field of T is alsothe smallestsplitting jield of G.
Remark. Since dim T = 1 the smallestsplitting field of T hasdegreeat most
two over k.
Proof. Let PI, Pz be the two maximal opposite parabolic subgroups of G
suchthat PI n Pz = Zc( T). If T is split over k then PI and Pz are defined over k.
This showsthat the smallestsplitting field of T splits G. Now supposethat G is
split. Then the varieties G/P, and G/P, are defined over k. But if T were not
split then the Galois group of the smallestsplitting field of T would permute PI
and Pz in contradiction with the fact that G/P, is defined over k.
2.1.2. COROLLARY.

A k-torus T E X is containedin an admiss& torus.

Proof. If T is split over k then T is k-conjugate to a subtorusof an admissible
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torus. If T is not split over k, then the group Z,(T) is split over the smallest
splitting field of T by 2.1.1 and therefore Z,(T) contains an admissibletorus
of G containing T.
2.1.3. COROLLARY. Let T EX bedefinedover k. Then T = GL and Zo( T) =
G,l for a uniqueregularpoint L E Pr’(K).
Proof. Let T be an admissiblesubtorus of G contained in Z,(T) (it exists
since T and therefore Z,(T) are split over the smallest splitting field of G).
Let L, ,..., L, E IFpFl(K) be the unique set of n pairwise orthogonal lines such
that pLi = Lj (see 1.3.10). Then the groups GL, are defined over k, contained
in T and belong to X. On the other hand i’ comainsexactly n subtori from X.
Thus T must coincide with one of GLi , as asserted.
2.2. GeometricInterpretation of X
2.2.1. LEMMA.
in X(k).

Let L be a regular point of Prl(K).

Then T = GL is a torus

Proof. This follows from 1.3.8.
2.2.2. Thus the tori T EX(k) are in one-to-one correspondence with the
regular points L E [Ip;t--l(K); all of them are defined over k. Namely, to T E X(k)
there corresponds a unique fixed point L(T) E P:-‘(K) of Z,(T), while to
L E p:-‘(K) there correspondsthe torus T(L) = Zo(DG,l) E X(k).
2.2.3. PROPOSITION.

A torus T E X hasthefolIowing properties.

(i) Zo(t) = Zc( T) for any t E T, t # 1,
(ii) No(T) = Z&O
(iii) T = C(Z,(T)),
(iv)
(v)

T = -G(DZG(T)),
DZo( T) is absolutelyalmostsimple.

Proof. These can be easily verified.
2.3. GeometricInterpreation of I’
2.3.1. LEMMA.
Let L be an isotropic line of V. Then the image U(L) in G
(under W: GU( V, F) + G) of thegroup of transvectionsx w x f aF(x, v)v, where
Kv = L and Tr(a) = 0, is a root k-subgroup.
Proof. Since F is nondegeneratev is contained in a regular plane of V.
Every line of this plane is stable under a k-subtorus of G of dimension n - 2,
so it sufficesto show that U(L) is normalized by a maximal k-torus only in the
casewhere V is a plane. We may assumethat V = Kv + Kw with F(v, w) = 1
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and f(zu) = 0. Then the maximal torus T = {v H bv, w H b-lw [ b E k*} in
SU( V, F) is defined and split over k. Since it leavesKv stable, wT normalizes
U(L). That U(L) is defined over k follows from the fact that it is normalized by a
maximal torus defined over k (cf. the proof of 8.2 in [2]).
2.3.2. LEMMA.
Let U be a root k-subgroup
point L = L(U) E pE-l(K)
jixed by W-l(Z,(U)).
particular,
L: is k-isomorphic to GeSk .

of G. Then there exists a unique
Moreover,
U(L(U))
= U. In

Proof.
Let E be an isotropic point of Pr’(K).
Set P = lVo( U) and PI =
No( U(e)). If k is perfect then P and PI are k-conjugate and it is easily checked
that the lemma holds for groups of the type in 2.3.1. If k is imperfect then it is
infinite. Since P and PI are k-conjugate there exists g E G(k) such that P is
opposite to gPlg-‘. Set A = P n gPlg-l. Then Dn is semisimpleof type A,-,
and H = DZ,(DI?)
is k-isomorphic to SL(2). Then H = (U, gU(z)g-‘)
and
since both U and gU@)g-l
= U(gz) are defined over k, it follows that H is
defined over k. Since H is a k-form of SL(2) it follows (using, for example, an
identification with elementsof norm 1 in a quaternion algebra) that every unipotent k-subgroup of H is contained in a Bore1 k-subgroup. Thus all such
subgroups are k-conjugate. In particular, U = hU(E)h-l
= U(hz) for some
h E G(k). This showsthe existenceof L. The other statementscan be explicitly
checked for the groups U(L) in 2.3.1.

2.3.3. Thus the groups U E Y(k) are in one-to-one correspondencewith
isotropic points L E Ppl(K).
Th e correspondence is given by L EF U(L),
u H L( U).

2.3.4. PROPOSITION.
(i)

A group

U E Y has the following

properties.

Z,(U) = Z,(u) for any 21E U, u # 1,

(ii) ArG(u)/ZO(u) s 6,.x- ,
(iii) U = C&Z,(U)),
(iv)
DZ,(

U = Z,(DZ,(U)),
moreover, if n = 3 then
U) = 1, while ;f n > 3 then D2Z,( U) = DZo( U).

Proof.

D2Z,( U) = C

and

These can be easily verified.

2.4. The Algebraic

Geometry of X v E-

2.4.1. THEOREM.
X u Y carries a natural structure of an algebraic k-variety
isomorphic to RK,,#$-‘.
This st ructure coincides with existing structures on X and Y.
Proof.
We established in 2.2.2 and 3.3.3 that there exists a bijection 9):
(X u Y)(k) -+ (RK#rl)(k).
It is given by y(H) = L, the unique fixed point
of Z,(H) in Pz--‘, and y-l(L) = Z,(DGL) for HE X u Y, L E IF’:-‘. It is clear
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from the construction that this identification makes X u Y into an algebraic
variety defined over k and that its restrictions to X and Y are identifications with
the quotient spacesof G (G/Z,(T), T EX, and G/Nc( U), U E Y, for X and Y
respectively).
2.4.2. Let Z, and Z,-, be the varieties of the maximal parabolic subgroups
correspondingto the extreme nodesof the Dynkin diagram of G. So Z, z pn-l,
Z,-, g W-l and the structures of the projective spaceson Z, and Z,-, are
dual. The variety Z, x Z,-, is defined over k.
THEOREM.

Thereexistsa natural k-isomorphism
4: Z, x Z,-, + X u E’.

Proof. This can be easily deduced from a k-isomorphism Z, x Z,-, -+
R,,,Pl-’ which can be easily verified if K = k @ k and follows in general by
Galois descent.We give a direct proof for K = k @ k using a natural realization
of GL,(n). For simplicity of notation assumethat G = GL( a) where P = uOV
(cf. 1.3.6). Then P E Z, is the stabilizer of a flag PC Vr , dim Vr = 1, in p and
P’ EZ,-, is the stabilizer of a flag PI V,-, , dim V,-, = n - 1, in p. If
r = V, @ V,-, then +(P, P’) = Z,(D(P n P’)) consistsof linear mappings
acting as scalarson Vi and V,-, . If V+r r) Vr then +(P, P’) = Z,(D(P n P’)).
In this caseconsider a unique (up to a scalar) linear form I on b’ such that
I f 0 and Z(V+,) = 0. Then +(P, P’) consistsof transvections x ++ x + Z(x)v,
v E V, . Thus we have our bijective map and it is routine to check that it is a
k-isomorphism on X and Y. It follows that it is a k-isomorphism on X u Y.
2.4.3. Remark. If n = 2 then Z, = Z,-, and the set XV I’ is now isomorphic to the symmetric square of Zr , that is, X U Y s P(P)
G P*. The
reasonis that for T EX we have that T = Z,(T) fixes two points on Pi-‘-‘.
That is [N,(T): Z,(T)] = 2 and therefore +(P, P’) = +(P’, P).
Our considerationsdo describe subgroupsGL of G, L E P&K) when n = 2.
In this case we have the map P,r + Pk2 = s2Pk1 and the subgroups GL ,
L E pK1(K) correspondto the imageof pK1(K) in P2(k). As we know from [13],
P2(k) parametrizes connected one-dimensional k-subgroups. Also, from [13]
not all such subgroupsare of the form GL , L E IFPK1(K)
when char k = 2. This
correspondsto the fact that if char k = 2, the imageof P,l(K) doesnot cover
all of P*(k). Preimagesof somepoints from P*(k) are defined over a quadratic
inseparableextension and becomerational only after a map PK1+ IFD,*
of degree
tW0.
2.4.4. PROPOSITION. Let Lie: H-Lie
H be the mappingfrom the set of
subgroupsof G to the set of Lie subalgebras
of Lie G. Then the closureof the set
{Lie T 1T EX} in the GrassmanianGl,dimc E U$‘mG-l of I-dimensionalsubspaces
of Lie G is k-isomorphicto R,,J?D~-~.
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Proof. One can verify the Proposition directly using the same method as in
the proof of 2.4.3, or one can use the following approach. For adjoint groups
of type A, the map Lie is bijective, it induces K-isomorphisms on X and I’
and commutes with the action of G. It can be checked that the closure of X
contains Y but cannot (for dimension reasons) contain any other orbits of G.
Therefore the closure is X u ET.The coincidence of algebraic K-structures is then
automatic.
2.4.5. Remark.
(i) The statement 2.4.4 is false for forms of SL(n) since
the map Lie sends all tori T E X of SL(p) to the center of Lie SL(p) if char k = p.
(ii) One can prove an analog of 2.4.4 for the group G itself. To do this
one must have a notion of Hilbert or Chow schemes of subvarieties of G. To
define this we compactify G in the following way. Consider the map G --f G/B
where B is a Bore1 subgroup of G. Its fibers are T x N where N = [B, B].
Consider the associated fiber space to G + G/B with the fiber T x G/B where p
is a completion of T and the action of N on G/B agrees with the “big cell”
imbedding N C G/B. For F we can take the completion of Mumford [lo]. Note
that G --f G/B can be represented as the composite of two maps G - G/U and
G/U + G/B with fibers U and T respectively. Since G acts on G/B the fiber
space associated to G + G/U is actually a direct product. Thus our completion is
G/B

x

[the fiber space associated to G/U + G/B with fiber p].

This completion was found by D. Kazhdan.
2.5. Group Interpretation of the Autoduality
We want to expressthe orthogonality of lines in Y in group theoretic terms.
Let the groups Hi , Hz E X u Y, HI # H, , correspondto the linesL, = L(H,),
L, = L(H,) in V, where L, #L, .
PROPOSITION.

L, is orthogonalto L, ;f and only if [HI , H.J = 1.

Proof. It is easily seenthat F(L, , L2) # 0 if and only if the two groups do
not commune.
2.6. Group Interpretation of Linesof X u Y
Let 9’ be the set of lines of X u YE pi-:-‘. We know by 1.1.6 that B is the
disjoint union 9 = 8,. u 9’& u 9i where 9r (resp. 9d ; resp. 9J is the set of
regular (resp. degenerate, but not totally isotropic; resp. totally isotropic)
lines of lFprl (or pl anesof V). For each point L in PF-l(K), let H(L) be the
corresponding group in XV Y (cf. 2.2.2 and 2.3.3) and for each line P of
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PE-;-’ denote by H(P) the group generated by the groups H(L)
Our aim is to describe these groups H(P) for P E 9, , 8, , Pi .

with

2.6.1. LEMMA.
Let P and L be respectivelya line and a point of Pi-‘.
F(P, L) = 0 if and only ;f [H(P), H(L)] = 1.

Proof. This is an immediate

consequence

of 2.5 and the definition

L EP.

Then

of H(P).

2.6.2. LEMMA. If M is a regularsubspace
of V then the subgroupof Ggenerated
by thegroups H(L), L a line in M, is thegroup G,W.
Proof. This follows from the definition

of G,bf in 1.3.8.

2.6.3. LEMMA. If P E 8, then
(i)

H(P) is containedin G,, whereM is a regular 3-dimensionalsubspace

(ii)

H(P) is conjugatein G,, E GL(3) to the subgroupof matricesof theform

of K

(iii)
DH(P) is unipotent and D2H(P) = H(P n P’), where P n Pl is an
isotropic line.

Proof. (i) Follows
2.6.4. LEMMA.
(i)

from

1.1.6; (ii) is verified

directly;

(iii) follows

from (ii).

If P Epi then

H(P) is containedin G, where M is a regular 4-dimensionalsubspace

of v,
(ii) H(P) is the unipotent radical of a parabolic subgroupof GL(4) whose
semisimple
part is of type A, x A, . Explicitly, H(P) is conjugatein GL(4) to a
subgroupof matricesof theform
1 0
1

0
i
(iii)

Proof.

a b
c d
1 0 ’
11

H(P) is commutative.
(i) follows

2.6.5. PROPOSITION.

from

1.1.6; (ii) is verified

directly;

(iii) follows

from (ii).

A subgroupH of G is of the form H(P) for P a line of
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Pi-‘(K)
if and only if there existsan admissibletorus T C G with Tl , Tz ,..., T,
the set of elementsof X(k) belongingto T suchthat one of the following holds:
(i) H = ZoZ,DZo(T, ,..., TnJ;
(ii) H = Zo(U, Z,DZ,(T, ,..., T&)
where U E Y(k) and UC DZ,
(Tl 9..-, Tn-3);
(iii) (or+ for n > 4) H = Zo(U, , U, , ZoDZ,(T, ,..., T,&) where U, ,
U, E Y(k), ul CD&(Tl ,..., T,,J,
U, C D&(T, ,.., T,-,) and [Ul , DZ,
(Tl ,...> Tn-J] = 1.
Proof. The three parts correspond to 2.6.2, 2.6.3 and 2.6.4, respectively,
and can be verified by matrix computation. For example, the elements of
Z,(T, ,..., Tn-,I can be viewed asmatrices of the form

al
I4

0

0

a,-,

0

in G, and those in ZoZ,DZo(T,

0

*
*

*
*.

,..., T,+J are then of the form

and thus correspondto H(P) with P a regular plane.
2.6.6. Remark. Let P be the set of subgroupsH(P) of G where P varies
over regular planesof V (or regular lines of Ppl(K)). Then 2.6.5(i) showsthat
the closure of P (in the sense,say, of 2.4.5(ii)) is the GrassmanianG.ala,Kof
two-planes in V (cf. [6, I, Sect. 1.3.41). Then 2.6.5(i) saysthat the relation of
inclusion between Pr’ and GaeneKcan be expressedin group terms of the
algebraic group G.

3. FULL GROUPS
We introduce now the full subgroups of G = PGU(V, F) in the senseof
O’Meara. However, for our purposes it is necessaryto also develop a more
axiomatic characterization.
Recall that n = rkKV > 3 and we now alsoassumethat k is an infinite field.
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3.1. Density Propertiesof Full Subgroups
3.1.1. DEFINITION.
A subgroupQ of G(K) isfull if for every HE (X u Y)(k)
one has 1H n Q [ > 1. That is, for every line L of V with corresponding group
H(L) in X u Y we have / H(L) n Q 1 > 1. Set Q(L) = H(L) n Q for L E P:-‘(K)
and denote by Xo (resp. Yo) the set of subgroupsQ(L) of Q with L a regular
(resp. isotropic) line.
3.1.2. Remark. It is enough to assumethat 1T n Q / > 1 for T E X(k).
For if we consider a plane P E8,) then (cf. 2.6.3) U(P n P’) n Q S
D*(( T(L) n Q : L a regular line in P)) # 1 since (T(L) n Q) is densein H(P).
It follows that j U(L) n Q)l > 1 for isotropic linesL, that is, 1 U n Q 1> 1 for
U E Y(k).
3.1.3. EXAMPLES.
Call a subgroup R C G(k) aery full if 1R n T 1 = 03 for
all T E X(k). Trivially, very full subgroups are also full. Then the following
statementscan be easily verified.
(a) G(k) is very full;
(b) if w: G -+ G is a surjective map and a is very full in G(k), then w(a)
is very full;
(c) if R is very full, then R(n) = (rn: Y E R) is very full (in particular,
subgroupsof finite index in very full groups are very full);
(d) if R is full and S is a subgroup of G(k) containing R, then S is full.
3.1.4. To study full groups we need to record somestandard properties of
densesubgroups.
LEMMA.
Let G be a connectedalgebraick-group and GI , G, ,..., G, closed
algebraick-subgroupsof G. Let H be a densesubgroupof G and let Hi be a dense
subgroupof Gi .

(i) If HI is normal in H then GI is normal in G and H/H n Gl is dense
in G/G, ;
(ii) Zo(H,) = Z,(G,) and Z,(H,)
(iii)

= Zo(G,) n H,

DiH is densein DiG;

(iv) ;f G is connectedand reductive then DiH is densein DG for all i > 1;
in particular, if G is not a torus then DiH # 1for i > 1;
(v) if GI is connectedand reductive then Z,(DiH,) = Z,(DH,) = H n
ZGWJ ;
(vi) (4 ,..., H,) is densein (GI ,..., G,);
(vii) if G is not unipotent, H containsa regular elementof G of arbitrary
large order.
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Proof. In (i) it is clear that Gr is normal in G. Let G be the closureof HG,/G,
in G/G, . Then the preimageof G containsH whence G = G/G, . The assertion
(ii) is clear. N ow (iii ) fo11
ows from (i) if we take Gi to be the closureof HI = DH.
Next, (iv) holds becauseDG = DiG for i > 1 and becauseof (iii). Now (v) is
the combination of (ii) and (iv). To prove (vi) note that Hi, x Hi, x *a. x Hi,
is densein Gil x Gi, x ... x G, whence the image of the first product in G
is densein the image of the second.Finally, (vii) holds since the set of regular
elementsof order 3 n, is open in G and non-empty for any n,, EZ.
3.1.5. PROPOSITION. For every regular subspace
h4 of V and full subgroupQ
of G(k), the group D(Q(M)), whereQ(M) = {Q E T(L): L a reguIar line in M),
is densein DG, .
Proof. This a consequenceof the definitions and 2.6.2.
3.1.6. DEFINITION.
Call a group S fop-simple (that is, simple For Our
Purposes)if for every non-central subgroup St of S which is normalized by a
non-central normal subgroup of S we have
(i) DmSI # 1 for m > 0;
(ii) if S, contains two commuting normal subgroupsthen at least one of
them is central.
3.1.7. LEMMA. Let R be a connectedalmost k-simple algebraick-group and
let S bea densesubgroupof R(k). Then
(i)
(ii)

the center of S is$nite and is containedin the centerof R;
S isfop-simple.

Proof The first assertionis clear. Let us prove (ii). Let N be a non-central
normal subgroup of S. By 3.1.4(i) its Z ariski closure is a non-central normal
subgroup of R. It is defined over k since NC R(k). Since R is almost k-simple
it follows that N is densein R. Let S, be a non-central subgroup of S normalized
by N. Then by 3.1.4(i) S, is densein R. It then follows from 3.1.4(iii) that DmS,
is densein R for all m so that DmSI # 1. Supposethat S, has two commuting
normal subgroups,say Nr and Nz . Then their Zariski closuresare commuting
normal k-subgroupsof R and hencetheseclosuresare either central or the whole
of R. Since both these closurescannot be R at least one of them is central.
3.1.8. DEFINITION.
fop-simple.

The group S is called quasi-fop-simpleif S/center is

3.2. Full Triples
We axiomatize below someproperties of full subgroupsof G. However, the
list of properties given is not intended to be minimal. Controlling the choice
481!63/2-17
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of properties wasthe desireto makelater proofs in Section 4 simpler and to make
the verification that full subgroups of G do have the listed properties easier.
3.2.1. Let Q be an infinite group with two distinguished families of nontrivial subgroups: Xo and Yo . For a subgroup R CQ denote by Xo,, and
y* the setsof subgroupsfrom the corresponding families which belong to R.
F:rt quotient R of R denote by X o,~ and Yo,, the setsof non-trivial imagesin
R of subgroupsfrom Xo,R and Yo,s .
3.2.2. Now imposeon subgroupsN E Xo the following conditions (cf. 2.2.3).
(i) Z,(N) = Z,(h) for any h # 1 in N,
(ii) N = C(Zo(N)),
(iii) N = ZoDmZo(N) for any m,
(iv) DZo(N) is quasi-fop-simple.
We say that the triple (Q, Xo , Yo) is good if it satisfiesthe above conditions.
3.2.3. Let (Q, Xo , Yo) be a good triple. A family of subgroups
Nr ,..., N, E X, is called a chain (of length n) if the following conditions are
satisfied.

(i) [Ni, IV,] = 1 for i,jE [I, ra],
(ii) ifI,JC[l,n],
111 <n-2,
IJI <n-2
then an inclusion DZ,
(IV, , i EI) C DZo(IV, , i E J) implies that IT) J,
(iii) if I C [l, n], 1I 1< n - 2 then Zo(IV, , i EI) is quasi-fop-simple,
(iv) if IC[l,n],
2~111 <n-2
then DZo(DrZo(IVi,i~I))
=
DZo(N,, i$I) for any r 3 1,
(v) if II ,..., I, are pairwise disjoint subsetsof [l, n] with 2 < 1Ii j <
n - 2 then the groups H, = DZo(Ni , i $ I,) commute.
3.2.4. We say that a good triple (Q, Xo , Yo) is oery good (of rank n - 1) if
(i) it haschains of length n 3 3,
(ii) any chain is of length n,
(iii) any N E Xo can be included in a chain,
(iv) if n > 3 consider R = Z,(N) for NE Xo and set R = R/center;
then the triple (R, X~,R , Y~,J) (cf. 3.2.1) is a very good triple of rank n - 2
(except, for 1z= 3, (i) is omitted) and all its chains are images of chains of
(Q, Xo , Yo) containing N.
Remark.
The last condition is recursive but posesno logical danger since
it is of finite length (namely, 11- 2).

3.2.5. Let us now impose conditions on Yo (cf. 2.3.4). We call a triple
(Q, Xo , Yo) excellent if it is very good of rank 7t - 1 and for every U E Yo
there exists a chain IV1,..., IV, such that
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(i)

II is commutative

and U = ZoDZo(U),

(ii)

UC R and Z,(U)

is commutative,

(iii)

Zo( U) = Z,(u)

for any u E U, u f

where R=ZoZoDZo(N,,...,

IV+?),

1,

(iv) Z,(U)
is solvable, CZ,(U)
= U, DZ,( U) is nilpotent
_C U, where S = DZo(N, ,..., N&.

and 1 # D”

3.2.6. Define a regular line of X, u Yo as the set of subgroups from Xo U I-,
contained in Z,Z,DZo(N,
,..., N,-a) for some chain Nr ,..., N, ofQ (cf. 2.6.5(i)).
The set of regular lines is denoted by Pp,(Q). Also define a degenerate, but not
totally isotropic line of Xo u Yo as the set of subgroups from Xo U Yo contained
in Z&U, ZoDZ,(N,
,..., N&)
for some chain Nr ,..., N,, and U E I’, with
UC DZ,(N,
,..., N+a). The set of such lines is denoted Pd(Q). When n > 4
we define a totally isotropic line of X, u Yo as the set of subgroups from Yo
contained
in Z,(U1,
LIzI ZoDZo(N,
,..., NnP4)) for some chain N, ,..., Nn
and CT, and U, in 170 with U, C DZo(N, ,..., Nn-J,
Uz C DZo(N, ,..., N,-J,
and [U, , DZo(N,
,..., Nnms)] = 1. Th e set of such lines is denoted Pi(Q).
A line is any one of the subsets from .9(Q) = S,(Q) U Y,(Q) U Pi(Q).
3.2.7.

We call (Q, Xo , Yo) a full triple if it is an excellent

triple and

(i) there exists an algebra K that is separable and of dimension two over
some field k such that Xo u Yo with lines defined as in 3.2.6 is the projective
space Pi--‘(K)
over K.
(ii)
the orthogonality
relation on Xo u I‘, , where HI and H, in Xo u
are orthogonal if and only if [HI , Hz] = 1, determines an autoduality of PF’(K)
connected with a non-degenerate
K/k-Hermitian
form.
3.2.8. THEOREM.
Let Q be a full subgroup
in 3.1.1. Then (Q, X0 , Yo) is a full triple.

I’,

of G with Xo and Yo defined as

Proof.
This (Q, Xo , Yo), of course, has been our model for the definition
of a full triple and most of the required properties have essentially been established
in 2.2, 2.3, 2.5 and 2.6. The remaining
properties can be verified in a similar
manner. The main point is that a single nontrivial
element in a subgroup H
from Xo u Y. determines
the centralizer
of H. Also, for every element in
(X U Y)(k) there corresponds an element in Xo U Y, .

4. MONOMORPHISMS
4. I. Imbeddings
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of Full Triples in PGL(m)

4.1.1. THEOREM.
Let k’ be afield and G’ = PGL,(m).
full triple of rank n - 1. If m < n and Q C G’(k’) then

Let (Q, Xo , I-,) be a
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m = n,

.Zo,DZ,(N) E X’ = X(G’)~OY every NE Xo .

Remark. Here, as before, we work mainly with groups from Xo . This is
becauseYo may be empty (if Q is a full subgroup of G and G is anisotropic
over k then Yo = ,~a).
The proof will be broken into a number of steps. We may assumethat k’
is algebraically closed.
4.1.2. Let Nr ,..., N, be a chain and Ij , 1 <<i < [n/2] be pairwise disjoint
subsetsof [I, n] with ] Ii 1> 2. Set H, = DZo(Ni , i 4 I,). Then the groups
H, are quasi-fop-simple and pairwise commute by 3.2.3(iii), (v). Let R8 be the
connected component of the Zariski closure of H, in G’. Then R8 is the Zariski
closure of a subgroup of finite index in H, and therefore the groups g, pairwise
commute and are not solvable.
We want to prove first that the elementsof Ni are semisimple.
4.1.3. Considerfirst the caseof even n. Then sincem < n and sincePGL(m)
can contain at most [m/2] commuting non-solvablegroups it follows that m = n
and that all the groups H, are of type A, and are normalized by a maximal torus.
It follows from 3.2.3(ii) that G” = Z,,DZ,(N,
, N, , Ns , NJ is of type A,
(actually, it is G’ if n = 4 and it is isomorphicto GL(4) if n > 6) and by 3.2.4(iv)
the image of Nl , N, , N3, N4 in Q” = Z,DZ,(N, , N, , Ns , NJ/center is a
chain in Q”. Since the center of G’ is semisimpleit is sufficient (for the proof of
semisimplicity of NJ to consider the case n = 4, Q = Q”, G’ = G”/center.
Since Z&N, , N,) is now of type d, , there is a decompositionof the underlying spaceI” of G’ into a direct sum V’ = V, @ Vz , dim Vi = dim Vs = 2
where Ni , N, act asscalarson Vs and Na , Na act as scalarson Vi . Therefore
we can represent elementsof Ni and Ns as matrices of the form
a b
cd0
-0
i

1 0
0 1i

(we can make the elementsof Ni and N, act asthe identity on V, sincethey are
defined only up to multiplication by a constant). Since [Ni , Ns] = 1 and
becauseof 3.2.2(i) there are two possibilities: either (z I;) = (1; i) for all the
elementsof Ni and N, , or (z t) = (z s) for all the elementsof Nr and N, . In the
secondcasethe elements of Ni and Ns are semisimple.We now show the first
caseis impossible.Assumefirst that a # 1 and b # 0 for some element in Ni .
Then
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that isDZc(DZc(N,))
= DZc(DZ,(N,,
NJ), a contradiction with 3.2.3(ii), (iv).
Thus either a = 1 or b = 0 for each element of Nr and Na . If b = 0 for a nontrivial element of Nr , say, then by 3.2.2(i), DZo(N,) contains the two non-central
infinite commuting normal subgroups DZo(N, , NJ and DZo(Na , NJ, contradicting 3.2.2(iv). Thus b + 0, and hence a = 1, for all non-trivial elements
of Nr and Na . Therefore, Z&N,)
= Z,(N,)
(compare, for example, 2.3.4(i))
and hence Nr = Na by 3.2.2(ii), contradicting 3.2.3(ii).
4.1.4. Now consider the case when n is odd. By an argument as in 4. I .3 we
may reduce the problem to the case n = 3. If m < 2 then the connected component of every centralizer in G” is commutative and therefore cannot contain
a quasi-fop-simple group. Hence m = 3. But then the only elements in G’ for
which the connected component of their centralizer is not solvable are elements
from the groups T E x’, and these elements are semisimple.
4.15. It remains to show that the groups Z,,DZ,(N)
belong to X’ for
every NE Xo . Since we have already established that m = n, it follows from
3.2.3(ii) that Z&N, ,..., NJ is of type Aj, j<n-i1. Since they are
distinct for 1 < i < n - 2, we must have j = II - i - 1. Thus Z,(N,)
is of
type A,-, and hence Z,,DZ,(N,)
E X’. To conclude the proof of 4.1 .l, observe
by 3.2.4(iii) that we may include N = Nr in some chain.
4.1.6.

full triple

THEOREM.

of rank n -

Let k’ be a$eId, G’ = PGL,,(m) and let (Q, X0 , Yo) be a
1. If m < n andQ _CG’(k’) then

(9 m = n,
(ii) X, C x’ = X(G’) and Y, C Y’ = Y(G’),
(iii) the lines of Xo v Yo are containedin the lines of x’ V Y’ g Pi?
whereK’ = k’ @ k’,
(iv) the autoduality of x’ V Y’ restricts to the autoduality of X0 v Y.
We already know that m = n and Xo C x’.
broken into a number of steps.

.

The rest of the proof will be

4.1.7. We prove now that Yo C Y’. Let U E Yo and let S, Nr ,..., N,, have
the samemeaning as in 3.2.5. Then it follows from the proof of 4.1.5 that
S’ = DZ,,(N, ,..., N,-,) is of type A, (actually, it is G’ if m = 3, and is isomorphic to SL(3) if m > 3) and the group Z&N, ,..., N+a) is of type A, .
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Using 3.2.5(ii) we can conclude that any element u E U has one of the two forms

with a, b, c E k’.
If u E U, u # 1, has the second form with a, 6, c all distinct, then Z,,DZ,,(u)
>_
DZ,f(N, )..., N,-a). It follows that ZoDZo(u) = U is not commutative, contradicting 3.2.5(i). If (exactly) two of the numbers a, b, c are equal, then Z,,(u) is
isomorphic to GL(2); but this group does not contain solvable subgroups of
derived length 3 in contradiction with 3.2.5(iv). Thus if u E U, II # 1, then
I( must have the first form. If now c = 0 we are again in the second form. Thus
c # 0. If a # b then Zc,DZ,(u)
= DZ,(N,
,..., N,-a) and hence U = ZoDZo(u)
is not commutative. Therefore a = b and now Zc,DZ&u)
E Y’ = Y(G’), as
required.
4.1.8. Now we show that the lines of Xo u Yo are contained in lines of
X’ u I”. This is clear for regular lines. Consider a line P E gd(Q). Let U E Yo
and Nr ,..., N, be a chain as used in 3.2.6 to define P. Then Zo-Zo,DZ&N,,...,
N+a) = Gk, where M’ is a regular plane of Pi?(K).
Since Z,,DZo,( U) E Y’
it follows that the points of M’ corresponding to H’ E x’ u Y’, with H’ C Zcb,
(U), belong to a degenerate line of M’ (cf. 2.6.2). Finally, consider a line P E
Pi(Q). As above, we can establish (with notation U, , U, , NI ,..., N,, as in
3.2.6) that Z,,Z,,DZ,-(Ar,
,..., NnV4) = Gh, where M’ is a regular 3-dimensional
subspace of IID:?(
Also, Zo,Zo,DZ,,(N,
,..., N,-,) = GX, where R’ is a
regular line of Pi?(K),
and the isotropic points Li , i = 1, 2, corresponding to
Z,nDZ,,( UJ are in M’ and L6 CR’. Since [U, , Z,,Z,,DZ&N,
,..., N,-J]
= 1
it follows from 2.6.1 that L, and R’ are orthogonal. Hence (Li U L@l = L; + LL
(where the orthogonal complement is taken in M’) is a totally isotropic line of M’
and our assertion for all lines follows.
4.1.9. The fact that the autoduality is the same follows
with 2.2.3(i) and 2.3.4(i).

from 2.5 together

4.1.10. THEOREM.
With the notation and hypotheses of 4.1.6 an imbedding
Q 4 PGL(m, k’) inducesan imbeddingof projective spaceswhich preserveslines
and the autoduality. Moreover, this imbeddingis an injective projectivity.
Proof. Only the last assertionremainsto be proved. This follows from the
definition of a projectivity in 1.2.2 together with 1.1.7 and 2.6.1. The extra fact
being used here is that if two points determine a line in the projective geometry
of Q, then the injected imagesof thesepoints in 5$?(K) determine a line, which
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is the image of the line from Q. While this is obvious over fields, it is not clear
over K’ = k’ @ k’ and hence the need for 1.1.7 which also utilizes the available
autoduality.

4.2. Monomorphismsof Full Subgroups
Let k and h’ be infinite fields and K and K’ be two-dimensional
separable
algebras over k and k’, respectively, with Gal(K/k) = (1, u> and Gal(K’/k’)
=
(I, a’}. Let V and 1” be non-degenerate
Hermitian
spaces over K and K’ with
forms F andF’. Set G = GU(V, F) and G’ = GlJ(V’, F’); denote by w and W’
the canonical
projections
w: G + G = PGU(V, F) and w’: G - G’ =
PGU(V’, F’). Let C = C(G) and S b e a subgroup of C(k). The subgroup Q
of G(k)/S is called full if w(SQ) is full in G(k), where in writing SQ we are
abusing notation and this is to be understood
as the preimage of Q in G(k)
(below, for r~ E Q we will also write Sq and again this is the preimage of q in G(k)).

4.2.1. THEOREM.
Let ol:Q -+ G’(k) be a homomorphism
whosekernel belongs
to the center of the full group Q. Then there exists a uniquefield monomorphism
q~ k --f k’ and a unique central k’-homomorphism
of algebraicgroups/3: WG+ G
suchthat a(q) = /3(p”(Sq)) for q EQ.
The proof is included

in that of the following

related theorem.

4.2.2. THEOREM.
Under the assumptions
of 4.2.1 there existsa uniquemonomorphismCJJ:
K + K’ such that pa = 0’~ and a unique (up to a constant) esemilinearmonomorphismA: I’V’ such that PA ow(Sq) = (u(q)o PA for
q EQ, wherePA is the projectivity inducedby A.
Proof. We have from 4.1.10, after factoring out the center of G, an injective
projectivity
Z: p:-‘(K) + pE?(K’) where
n = rk,V-. Moreover,
Cu maps
orthogonal regular points in [Fpg-l(K) into orthogonal regular points in pE’(K’)
and consequently
preserves the rank of regular subspaces (cf. 1.2.4). By the
Fundamental
Theorem
of Projective Geometry there is a unique monomorphism v: K + K’ and a p-semilinear
injective mapping A: 17, v’ such that
15 = PA, the projectivity
induced by -4. Since & preserves the autoduality
it
follows that F’(Ax, .4y) = 7(A)F(x, y) 0, where 7 = T(A) E K* and x, y E 17.
Hence for a E K we have aU’mF’(Ax, A4y) = F’(Ax, A(ay)) = ~F(x, uy>” =
TaqOF(x,y)“. Thus pa = a’~, and therefore p(k) _Ck’. Since F’(Ax, Ay) =
TF(~, y)’ it follows that A induces a k’-isomorphism
8: 6 -+ G’. It remains to
prove that (u(q)= p($‘(Sq)), or equivalently,
PA o w(Sq) = oI(q)o [FDA for
4 E Q. From the construction of ol we have for NE Xo U Yo that Zo(ol(w(SiV)))==
Z&a(N)).
Take q EQ and h E N with h # 1. Then a(q)Zo(a(h)) a(q)-l =
ZA4czk1N
It follows
required.

= Zo,((B 0 v”WqW))
that a(q) and B 0 @(Sp)

= B 0 v’&Md~
coincide

0 v”(WP

as transformations

0 v”(W-‘.

on [Fpg’(K’),

as
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4.2.3. THEOREM.
Let Q be a full subgroupof G(k) (i.e., S = (1)) and let
.:Q-d’(k’)
be a gYOU p monomorphism.Then there exist a uniquefield mommorphismv: k -+ k’, a uniquek’-isomorphismof algebraicgroups/3: vi? --+ G’ and
a uniquegroup homomorphism
y: Q + C(G’(k’)) E K’* suchthat ol(q)=,3(@‘(q))0
y(q) for q E 8.

As before we restate this theorem in the classicalform.
4.2.4. THEOREM.
Under the assumptions
of 4.2.3. there exist a uniquemonomorphismv’: K + K’ suchthat ~a = u’P),a unique(up to a constant)q-semilinear
monomorphism
A: V- V’ and a uniquegroup homomorphism
y: Q --f K’* such
thut A o q = (y(q) Id,,) o a(q) o A for all q EQ.
Proof. By 4.2.2 applied to W’ 0 LXthere exist p and A satisfying the required
properties. Since PA o w(q) = w’(a(q)) 0 PA it follows that A 0 q differs from
a(q) DA only by a scalar factor from K’*. Thus A o q = (y(q) Id) o a(q) 0 A.
It is immediate to check that y: Q --f K’* is a group homomorphism.
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